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Abstract. In more than one decade, genomic research produced a huge amount
of experimental data. Although these data are usually freely available on the
World Wide Web, accessing them in a consistent and fruitful way is not always
an easy task. One of the main causes of this problem can be recognized in the
lack of user interfaces that are sufficiently flexible and, at the same time, highly
interactive and cooperative and also semantically precise.
This paper tackles this issues by presenting a semantics drive paradigm for for-
mulating queries to genomic and protein databases. The paradigm is founded on
knowledge-based reasoning capabilities, in order to provide the user with a se-
mantics driven guide in the difficult task of building the intended query.
1 Introduction
Bioinformatics is the science of storing, extracting, organizing, analyzing, interpret-
ing, and utilizing biological information. Genomic research in particular, advances
in DNA sequencing and genome mapping techniques has provided huge amounts
of data for populating several single-organism databases (e.g., [5, 26, 17]), as well as
databases on many species [24, 4, 25]. Thanks to the decreasing cost of gene sequenc-
ing techniques, data on genetic sequences and the related databases are exponentially
increasing.
If on the one hand, and for several years, the primary goal of genomic research
and bioinformatics has been to make experimental data and resources merely available
in order to allow for subsequent possible data interpretation and scientic models and
theories construction, on the other hand the capability of managing such kind of data at
the best for storing, extracting, organizing, analyzing, and make them easily usable
and accessible is becoming one of the crucial factors for the next developments in
bioinformatics.
Nevertheless, up to now, only few efforts have been made aimed at proposing ap-
propriate tools for accessing distributed and syntactically heterogenous genomic and
protein databases. Of course, the efcient and effective access to this kind of databa-
ses involves different challenges when various aspects of information technologies are
dealt with. Although some of these topics have been tackled, such as the design of ap-
propriate query languages [22] that allow for a better functional interoperability and
integration [21] of distributed and syntactically heterogeneous genomic databases, still
only few efforts have been made in order to provide exible, clever, and user-friendly
interfaces, capable of drastically easing the task of query formulation.
Form based query interfaces like that provided with the Sequence Retrieval Sys-
tem (SRS) [16] are currently the most commonly used by the biologists community,
although they allow only a very little exibility, and in most of the cases are inadequate
and make query formulation difcult, when not an impossible, as evidenced in [21]. On
the other hand, the use of generic query languages like SQL, even if extended to better
t the need of accessing multiple genomic databases, like in the case of GQL [22], is
viable only for those biologists that acquired some expertise with them.
This paper proposes a novel paradigm for the realization of easy, intuitive, and ex-
ible user-interfaces for accessing complex and structured biological databases.
This is a crucial aspect, because the realization of intuitive interfaces that really help
the user represents a necessary condition to gain user’s acceptance and condence in
the provided data and knowledge resources.
The paradigm is based on the use of knowledge representation tools and ontologies
for exible and intuitive formulation of queries against relational and object-oriented
biological databases.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces users needs in
accessing databases on complex domains. Section 3 present our knowledge based
paradigm for driving intelligent query interfaces. Finally, Section 4 present some tech-
nical details on the implementation of the reasoning services. Conclusions are given in
Section 5.
2 User Needs and Query Systems
The task of building a query for accessing data stored in a database can be tackled in
different ways by different kinds of user. In any case, the query must be expressed in a
form suitable to be processed by the system or the specic application, and, at the same
time, it must have a clear meaning for the user.
Users can be classied on the basis of their familiarity with databases, their knowl-
edge of the application domain, the frequency of use of the application, and the het-
erogeneity and complexity of the queries they formulate [13, 14]. They may range from
expert users, with a good understanding of the notions underling the data models for da-
tabases design and a good knowledge of the specic application domain, down to na¤ve
users, with no background in data modeling techniques and tools, no knowledge about
database design and implementation, and only a minimal knowledge of the application
domain. They are likely to use the application only for simple and predened tasks.
In the case of genomic and protein databases, users can generally be considered as
domain expert with little or no expertise neither in database technologies, nor in for-
malisms and methods for conceptual modeling. Thus, they are placed in a particularly
unfavorable position: although they need to formulate sophisticated and extemporary
queries, they are likely to have no familiarity with structured query languages, and
possibly they are just occasional users, unwilling to spend many efforts in trying to
understand the way the information is logically organized in the different and many
databases.
The so called Visual Query Systems (VQS) [14] try to overcome these difculties
by providing graphical paradigms for visualizing the conceptual model of the available
data, and by allowing to build queries by means of visual interactions. The VQS are,
typically, addressed to all those situations in which: (i) the application domain is com-
plex, and, therefore, a simple form-based interface, or even a QBE-like interface [27]
as, e.g., that of SRS is insufcient; (ii) the user is eager to discover interesting
information and to derive knowledge from the highly structured set of available data.
Nevertheless, most VQS still fail to adequately support the users in the task of un-
derstanding the semantics of the data at an intensional level. In fact, although they
typically provide graphical representations of the data models, they scarcely support
the users in strictly linking models with their intuitive understanding of the domain
scenario. In order to better understand this connection, the users must perform a set of
trials, during which they can discover the real meaning of the stored data by analyzing
and comparing different answers to different tentative queries.
Moreover, the VQS typically require a good understanding of the diagrammatic
notations used by database design methodologies, like, e.g., Entity Relationship.
In the presence of a really complex domains, like the bio-molecular ontologies, the
situation is even harder. In fact, in these cases, even a user with a good understating
of the data models and with a good knowledge of the scenario may nd difculties in
combining a necessarily imperfect knowledge of the domain and an almost missing vi-
sion of the connection between it and the logical structure of the database, on the one
hand, with the necessity of building sophisticated queries, on the other hand. For ex-
ample, it can be difcult to avoid inconsistent requests, or noticing similarities between
apparently different queries. This can lead to two kinds of problems:
– in her attempts of building the intended query, the user can fail several times, be-
cause reiterating slightly different, but all inconsistent, queries;
– it is possible that, after having submitted a query to a database, the answer is unex-
pectedly too large or too narrow: in this case, trying to modify it in a structural and
relevant way could be an hard task.
For example, consider a simple case where the user initially submits a query speci-
fying that she wants to retrieve the records on all the proteins that are expressed in the
cell nucleus and have KDEL receptor function. Of course no record will be returned,
because these proteins are only present in the endoplasmic reticulum (see, e.g., [23]).
To keep our example very simple, we can imagine that, once the user somehow realizes
the non-sense of her query, she tries to formulate a new query, slightly generalizing the
rst one by replacing the function KDEL receptor with a more generic function, for ex-
ample endoplasmic reticulum receptor. A standard interface cannot suggest to the user
that nothing better has been done (the query still is inconsistent), and database access
time (and possibly money) is wasted again. Moreover, the only information obtained
by the user, and only after having actually submitted the query, is that no record of the
required type is present in the database; but nothing prevent the user from thinking that
maybe in the future or in other databases such a record could be available. Thus,
further vain searches may be done elsewhere or in other occasions.
Of course, the example sketched above is trivial for any biologist, but with slightly
more specialized terms it may be easily transformed into a real problem even for expert
biologists. In these cases, a tool that could exhibit an intuitive semantic description of
the database content would be of great value.
For these reasons, we propose here a semi-visual paradigm, where more emphasis
is put on knowledge based services, rather than on diagrammatic visualizations. In our
paradigm, query validation and comparison can be carried out at the intensional level.
The idea is to consider the task of formulating the intended query as an iterative
process, possibly requiring several steps of renement and modication depending on
the responses of the system. During this process, the user is assisted in understanding
the semantics of the queries progressively built. Also, a classication of the queries with
respect to the set of classes dened in the conceptual model of the database is constantly
provided, giving a way for progressively understanding and learning the semantics of
the model itself. The classication capability allows us to immediately verify if a query
has inconsistent semantics with respect to the database conceptual model.
The resulting process of query formulation is a highly interactive one, and uses an
intensional representation of the query. That is, the user works on the query itself, and
not on the data (the extension) that may be in the answer to the query; only when the
query is considered to be well formulated it is submitted to the database. Thus, there is a
much higher chance to get the desired results. A consequence is that the process results
in a faster and cheaper (in the case of pay-per-record) access, especially to remote or
multiple databases.
The proposed paradigm uses, in order to convey the conceptual model and query
meaning to the user, a uniform graphical presentation. But its most important character-
istic is that, being based on a semantic representation of the database conceptual model,
it allows us to perform some relevant inferential tasks on the semantics of the queries.
In particular, it allows the user to:
1. interactively and iteratively build queries;
2. be prevented from building inconsistent queries;
3. interactively explore the semantics of the queries and of the classes involved;
4. be gradually introduced only to those parts of the conceptual model that are relevant
for the query formulation;
5. be provided with simple, but effective, features for query renement and query
generalization.
3 The Knowledge Based Interaction
To exhibit the behavior and the features mentioned in the previous section, a system
implementing our paradigm must provide a classication of the query with respect to
the set of classes that form the database conceptual model. In particular, classifying the
query at each step of the interaction allows us to immediately detect semantic inconsis-
tencies.
Thus, it is then necessary that the query corresponds to an object description, pos-
sibly with nested relationships with other queries. Therefore, such kind of descriptions
Fig. 1. The interface proposed by our paradigm, as appears in our implemented prototype. The
picture include also the interface for answer browsing.
must be dynamically generated and managed. From the graphical point of view, a query
can be represented as in Figure 1 (in the left part). The example shown in Figure 1
corresponds to the following query:
Q   x  Protein   x  has-function   x  w  Nucleic-Acid-Binding   w 
is-in
 




y  z  Cell
 
z 	
We believe that the graphical notation in Figure 1 is quite easily grasped by the
unskilled user, because it is quite close to a natural language Noun Phrase, but, at the
same time, avoids referential ambiguities. Moreover, the representation shows only the
necessary terms of the class hierarchy, and avoids to disorientate the user with the too
many details usually provided by most of the VQS interfaces.
At the same time, the user is allowed to interactively build sophisticated queries
simply by choosing among the classes dened in the conceptual model, and iteratively
forming, with them, complex boolean expressions of literals connected by links rep-
resenting relationships. In Subsection 3.1 the main functionalities for building queries
will be presented. An important aspect is that the query that is going to be built is con-
stantly guaranteed to be consistent with respect to the conceptual model of the database.
Moreover, the query is classied with respect to the conceptual model after each modi-
cation, so that the user can be informed about the position of the query in the conceptual
taxonomy.
Requiring that only consistent queries are built prevents the user from uselessly
querying the database. This is the minimal service that a semantics driven interface
should provide. Moreover, our paradigm assumes also other constraints on the interac-
tions allowed for building the query. Altogether, it is required that:
– Only consistent actions (i.e., actions that lead to a new query that still is consistent)
are allowed.
– Only relevant modications (i.e., query transformations that lead to new queries
that are semantically not equivalent to the original one) are proposed.
– Only close modications (i.e., not all the consistent and relevant modications,
but only those that lead to a new query with semantics close to the original query
semantics) are proposed. This constraint is required in order to avoid to overload
the user with too many options.3
In the following we shortly call these constraints CRCP, that stands for Consis-
tent, Relevant, and Close Property.
In the next subsection the principal kinds of interactions are listed.
3.1 Query Building
We implemented the features illustrated above in a prototypical concept demonstra-
tor [8], the interface of which is shown in Figure 1. The window on the left includes all
the element for building the query:
1. an area where to represent the query;
2. a list of names of classes more generic than the query (let’s call it a generalization
list);
3. a list of names of classes more specic than the query (specialization list, hidden
in the picture);
4. a list of names of classes equivalent to the query (equivalence list);
5. the list of relationships that can be used to build or modify the query;
6. a set of buttons that allow us to perform various actions for building the query.
The picture also shows how attributes can be restricted (window at the upper right of
the screen snapshot) and a possible way to present the results (window at the bottom).
The prototype has been congured in order to access the Muscle-TRAIT biolog-
ical DB. The Muscle-TRAIT DB [1] is part of a project carried on at CRIBI Biotech
Center of the University of Padua, aimed at identifying and characterizing genes ex-
pressed in human skeletal muscle. The initial project was based on systematic sequenc-
ing of ESTs. The most relevant data are stored in the TRAIT DB (TRAnscript Inte-
grated Table). The DB is periodically updated with cross-references to LocusLink [24],
a database maintained at NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) where,
when possible, entries are tagged with references to the biological ontology GeneOntol-
ogy [2]. Thus, every Muscle-TRAIT entry that has an homology with a human sequence
in LocusLink inherits the association with one or more terms of GeneOntology.
3 This point is one of the most delicate. In fact, it is difficult, in general, to give a clear no-
tion of close query and close modification. Moreover, in some cases, some overload could be
acceptable, or even desirable, if it provides for some shortcut in the interaction.
The interaction with the prototype starts with the selection of a rst term among
those proposed in an initial list, that, in the specic conguration, are protein, biolog-
ical function, and cell part. After that, the user can iteratively modify the query by the
following functionalities:
– Query replacement: that allows for the selection of an initial term in the taxonomy,
and for the substitution of the whole query with an atomic term semantically close
to it (more general, specic, or equivalent).
– Relation selection: that allows to restrict the query by imposing the existence of
relationships with other atomic terms or complex expressions.
– Propositional combination with other terms: that allows for the boolean combina-
tion of selected parts of the query with other terms.
– Negation: that allows for the negation of literals.
– Renement: that allows for the replacement of selected subexpressions, instead of
the boolean combination.
The buttons in the interface give access to these function.
An example of use of the concept demonstrator and the above functionalities is
described in [8]. In Subsection 4.3 a different example is introduced in abstract terms.
4 Reasoning Services
As mentioned, the main requirement of our paradigm is that each of the functionality
listed above must comply the CRCP. To obtain this behavior some reasoning capabilities
are needed. We obtain these capabilities by representing the conceptual model of the
database and the query itself in terms of a Description Logic Knowledge Base.
In fact, it has been show that Description Logics (DL) offer powerful formalisms
for solving several problems concerning data modeling and access [6, 12], like, for ex-
ample, schemata integration and, in particular, intelligent query management [11, 7].
Below, we briey recall some basic notions on DL, and exemplify how concep-
tual models and queries can be represented. Then, it will be possible to introduce the
reasoning services that allow to guarantee the CRCP for the functionalities listed in
section 3.1.
4.1 Description Logics
Description Logics are, essentially, variable-free concise reformulations of decidable
restricted fragments of First Order Logic (FOL). The syntax of DL allows to express
concepts (unary predicate symbols), roles (binary predicate symbols), and individuals4
(constants). In different DL slightly different languages are used, with different levels
of expressiveness. In all of them [15] concept expressions and role expressions can be
built starting from atomic concepts and roles, using different sets of operators, like the
concept-forming operators: 
 , and the role-forming operators:  1  .
4 Reasoning about individuals (the assertional reasoning) is not relevant for our purposes; there-
fore, only the terminological aspects of DL will be considered.
Construct FOL Semantics

A  γ ff
fi C ff fi FC  γ ff
 C fl D ff FC  γ ffffi FD  γ ff
 C  D ff FC  γ ff! FD  γ ff
" R #C ff " x # FR  γ $ x ff&% FC  x ff




P  β $ α ff
 R ) 1 ff FR  β $ α ff
 R * Q ff ' x # FR  α $ x ffffi FQ  x $ β ff
...
...
Table 1. FOL transformational semantics for some DL operators.
Description logics semantics can be given, for example, by mapping DL expres-
sions into FOL formulæ [11]: an atomic concept A and an atomic role P are mapped
or interpreted into the FOL open atomic formulæ A
 
γ  and P
 
α  β  . In table 1, for





γ  are recursively given; similarly, for some DL role expressions R and Q the
corresponding FOL open formulæ FR
 
α  β  and FQ
 
α  β  are given.
An important feature of DL is that they are equipped with a formal calculus that al-
lows to perform some inferential tasks [15]. The most relevant, here, are (i) consistency
checking: a concept description C is said to be consistent iff the corresponding FOL for-
mula, FC
 
γ  , is satisable; (ii) subsumption: a concept description C is said to subsume




x  is a FOL tautology.
In DL it is possible to dene knowledge-bases (KB) as sets of subsumption asser-
tions. It is said that a subsumption is entailed by a knowledge base (KB . / D + E) iff




x  in terms of FOL.5 The consistency of a concept description C
with respect to a (consistent) KB can be expressed as: KB . / C 1243 .6
4.2 Conceptual Modeling in DL
To see how a database conceptual model can be described in terms of Description Log-
ics, let’s consider the fragment of knowledge base (from now on, the KB) shown in
Figure 2, encoding the TRAIT DB conceptual model and domain.7
5 Where FKB is the set of FOL axioms containing " x # FC1  x ff5% FC2  x ff for each C1 6 C2 in KB.




C, and the special concept 8 correspond to the symbol denoting
the false in FOL. Similarly, the special concept 9 corresponds to the symbol denoting the truth
in FOL.
7 Of course there are many different possible encodings; the one in Figure 2 tries to be the most
readable, although not the shortest one.
Protein fl Cell-Part 7:8
Protein fl Function 7;8
Function fl Cell-Part 7;8
' has- f unct # 9
6
Protein
' has- f unct-1 # 9
6
Function
' is-in # 9
6
Protein





" has- f unct # Function fl<'>= 1has- f unct fl?" is-in #Cell-Part fl<'>= 1is-in
Function
6




















Binding-Protein 7 Protein fl<' has- f unct # Binding
Protein fl<' has- f unct # Nucleic-Acid-Binding
6
" is-in # Nucleus
Protein fl<' has- f unct # Transcription-Factor-Binding
6
" is-in #Nucleus
Protein fl<' is-in # Nucleus
6
" has- f unct #@ Nucleic-Acid-Binding  Transcription-Factor-Binding ff
...
Fig. 2. Translation of the conceptual model into a KB.
Using KB allows the system to infer, for example, that whenever a Protein is located
(is-in) in the Nucleus, it has-funct only of type Nucleic-Acid-Binding or Transcription-
Factor-Binding, and that in this case Binding is a good summarization of both, and that
saying  Cytosol as range of is-in is equivalent to saying Nucleus, and so on.
4.3 DL Reasoning and the CRCP
In other papers [10, 8] we motivated our approach by presenting further details and
examples on the interaction. In this last section, instead, we shortly introduce the rea-
soning services that are implemented in our concept demonstrator.
Thus, consider that the intended query to be built is, for example:8









x  y  Function
 
y 
8 From now on, for editing reasons, we write the queries in they linear form including variables.
Of course the system present them in the graphical/textual notation shown in the Figure 1.
One possible path followed for building it could rst go through the formulation of
the following query:
Q   x - Protein   x  has-funct   x  y  Function   y 
and then add to it the further constraint:
is-in
 
x  z B Cytosol
 
z 
Once obtained (1), the user may want to rene the term Function. The system will
then evidence that Function may be replaced by Binding without changing the se-
mantics. The capability of showing such a kind of contextual equivalence is important,
because this conveys to the user more knowledge about the conceptual model.
If instead the user tried to build query (1) by starting from the query:
Q   x - Protein   x > is-in   x  z >A Cytosol   z 
and then adding the constraint on has-funct, the system would immediately propose
the following completion:














y  is the most specic constraint applicable to y without introduc-
ing loss of generality. Thus, form (2) of the query is also the most informative.
The behavior exhibited by the system is a consequence of the CRCP listed in sec-
tion 3, considering the fact that the two queries (1) and (2) are equivalent in the context
of the conceptual schema of the database.
The features illustrated above, and others, are obtained by means of some reasoning
services that can be implemented in terms of the basic inferential services of consistency
checking and subsumption provided by a DL reasoner. In order to do this, it is necessary
to represent the query in DL. For example, query (1) is represented by:
Protein 
C is-in   Cytosol 
C has- f unct  Function (3)
And query (2) by:
Protein 
C is-in   Cytosol 
B has- f unct  Binding (4)
It is quite easy to verify that the equivalence among term (3) and term (4) is entailed
by the knowledge base (KB . /   1  2   2  ).
Of course, this is just one example of reasoning: in particular it is relevant for the
functionality of relation selection seen in subsection 3.1. Another example, also visual-





B part-o f Cell 
B has- f unct Nucleic-Acid-Binding
+
Binding-Protein
More systematically, the kinds of checks corresponding to each of the functionali-
ties introduced in subsection 3.1 are sketched below.
Query replacement. It is enough to maintain a representation of the query in term
of DL, like in expression (3), and to classify it in the taxonomy implied by the knowl-
edge base. That is, the most specic subsumers of Q MSS   Q   and the most generic
subsumees of Q MGS   Q   must be found in the KB, in order to update the general-
ization and the specialization lists, respectively.
Relation selection. Here the task is more complex, and require two steps:
1. list all the compatible relationships by testing, for each relation name R in the KB, if
Q 
D R FE is consistent (similarly, for the inverse relation, the test is: Q 
D R  1 FEG12
3 );
2. for each compatible relationship R (or R  1) determined with step 1, dene the rel-
evant range as MSS
 
 R  1 Q  (or MSS    R Q  ).
Propositional combination. Let’s consider the case of AND combinations. Assume
that q is the sub-query, selected in Q, for which a list of possible (i.e., CRCP compliant)
terms to be conjuncted is sought. Let Qq H q I denote the new query obtained from Q by
replacing the sub-query q with q J in Q. That is, what must be checked is the CRCP
of Qq HLK q M Ci N with respect to Q, for all the Ci O KB. It is worth noticing that only the
specialization list is meaningful during this operation. Several strategies can be adopted
in order to reduce the search of the Ci, as, for example, following a top-down search
in the taxonomy, with early pruning when inconsistent cases are found, and no further
search when a relevant Ci is reached (in this case Qq HPK q M Ci N will be the closest to Q,
along the considered path, due the top-down search). The top-down strategy gives good
results because, in practical cases, the conceptual model contains disjoint classes at a
quite high level in the taxonomy, allowing for a good amount of pruning.
For OR combinations the general approach is dual, but the dual (bottom-up) strategy
is not as efcient as the top-down strategy for the conjunctions.
Negation. The case of negation is quite easy: it is enough to check if the query (Qq HRQ q)
will still be consistent.
Refinement. In this case the situation is similar to the case of propositional combina-
tion, seen above, but a bidirectional search must be performed. The CRCP must be





q  , and search upward and downward respectively, in order to nd the gener-
alization and the specialization lists. Also in this case, reaching a relevant Ci or a Ci that
makes Qq H Ci inconsistent halts the search along the considered path.
Of course, the paradigm here proposed can be implemented only in presence of a DL
automatic reasoner, capable of managing KB with circular denitions (or general ax-
ioms). It is also clear that the DL language required must allow to express conjunctions,
disjunctions, negations, qualied quantications and number restrictions, and inverse
roles. SH I Q has all these characteristics. In our implementation we used the DL rea-
soner iFaCT for the SH I Q Description Logics [20]. The MSS and the MGS services,
as well as all the checks and functionalities described above, have been implemented
by us over iFaCT. The KB representing the conceptual model and domain of the Mus-
cle TRAIT DB has been built by us starting from TAMBIS [3] and GeneOntology [2].
More details on these aspects and on the architecture of the prototype can be be found
in [8].
5 Conclusion and Discussion
We have introduced a novel paradigm for providing knowledge based exible query
interfaces to complex databases. Our paradigm may be applied in several applications
domains [9, 10], whenever: (i) the application domain is intrinsically complex; (ii) the
queries the user wants to build are likely to be structurally complex and extemporary;
(iii) the user is eager to discover, for better formulating the intended query, the structure
of the conceptual model, through an interactive and iterative process. In particular, in
this paper, the paradigm has been illustrated in the context of biological databases.
The main advantage of our approach lies in the fact that the user can be supported,
by classication and consistency checking services, in iteratively and incrementally
formulating the intended query, with a minimal cognitive effort and a minimization of
malformed or unwanted queries.
In the last part of this paper we focused, in particular, on the denition of the rea-
soning services that must be provided so that the paradigm can be fully implemented.
They are soundly based on the use of the iFaCT reasoner for the highly expressive
SH I Q Description Logics. Reasoning with expressive Description Logics is known
to be an hard problem in general [15], and, in particular, for SH I Q it is EXPTIME-
complete. Fortunately, the pathological cases are also the most articial. Several opti-
mization techniques are implemented in iFaCT [18] and for some practical examples
there is empirical evidence that they can provide a considerable speed-up [19].
In the case of our prototypical implementation we still have to optimize it and scale
it up to verify its applicability in a more real scenario. Indeed, our future research plans
include the collaborations with bio-technology institutes to thoroughly experiment our
approach with the collaborations of biologists who may act as test-users.
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